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STYLING - SILICON functionalized
The functionalized silicon seal gives and creates plays of light that reflect the crystalline
perfection of the original quartz.
The crystals, especially those that contain silicon, have always been considered examples
of geometry and formal perfection in nature. The appearance of the crystals has been
reproduced from the laboratories Barex, in the line of styling, SILICIUM HAIR
TREATMENT. The line combines and reflects the perfection and versatility of this mineral,
with different formulations, designed to enhance the creativity
and imagination. They are products that define, shape, sculpt and allow you to customize
any type of hairstyle, ensuring sealing, protection, Vol.
GLAZE LIGHT EFFECT
Gel polish fluid based on vegetable substances, versatile and easy to use. Designed to
give you absolute control and more creativity to all types of styling. Silicon functionalized
low melting point and D -panthenol are of the hair of an invisible film which makes them
light and rich in reflections. Not greasy or leave any residue.
Container: 250 ml bottle
FOAM LIGHT EFFECT
Ideal to give volume to the hairstyle offering natural and seal. Functionalized silica for a
silky feel and D- panthenol, together with special resins, give the hair a unique and lasting
brightness, restructuring them.
packaging: bottle FF / FN 250 ml
SPRAY LIGHT EFFECT
Fixed styling in a natural way and long, giving silkiness and body to the hair.
Functionalized silicon with a high refractive index and D- panthenol, together with special
resins, give the hair a unique and lasting brightness, restructuring them.
packaging: bottle of 300 ml
LIQUID CRYSTALS
It contains a balanced blend of functionalized silicon fluid with high affinity to the structure
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of hair, specially designed to give exceptional brightness and volume. Ideal for permed
and colored hair, makes them soft and silky to the touch thanks to the effect of laminating
and protective agents. It has no effect fixative. Contains filter U.V.
Package : 50 ml dropper bottle
WAX POLISH FIXING
Ideal for sculpting fantasy with the most original and eccentric hairstyles. A multifunctionalized silicon allows the creation of magnificent effects on locks, tufts and fringes,
creating special lighting and contrast. Suitable for styling more modern.
Container: 100 ml jar
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